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Choose the Screens that suit your
Collection: Such as Art, Cultural History,
Manage every aspect of any
collection or archive all in one
system.

Intuitive Interface with searching
across all fields, images, filters, and
simple reporting.

Quick and easy Data Entry & Updating

Natural History, Archives, or Research
Library Collections.

Google-like Keyword Searches

Elements is affordable—the big

Simple Reporting

museum system scaled for smaller
collections and budgets.

Images of objects, artists, etc

Multimedia such as audio, video, & document files

Convenient Sorting, Grouping, and Filtering of records

Individual User Profiles/Permissions

Online Collection viewing with our Web Module

Streamlined Data Conversions from older Software
Current Technology plus Free Upgrades with support plan

Comprehensive Metadata
Describe individual objects, and document accessions, exhibits, loans in/out,
deaccessions, names & addresses, artists & eminent figures, provenance, location,
inventory, maintenance, conservation, condition, & more.

Flexible Purchasing Options + Cloud Solutions
Available for multiple-sites to share on one system.
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Meeting Collection Management Needs
From the largest collections in the United States, to the smallest historical societies,
from large archival research libraries, to a small corporate archive, with our software
you’ll manage it all, from beginning to end, seamlessly, efficiently, and affordably.

Purchasing Options

Proficio Elements Package - Includes: Collections, Archives,
Library, Images & Multimedia, Training, and 90 days of free
Technical Support (for local, non-hosted installations).



30 years supporting collection management, our software is tried and true,
industry standard. New features are always being added and we continually
upgrade as technology evolves.

Licensing by Concurrent Users—Create as many login profiles as
you need, the licensing fee is by the number of Users who will be
in the system at one time.



A team of former curators, archivists, and archaeologists are personally
familiar with your daily tasks. They have worked with our software engineers to
produce this impressive system that lets you manage it all.

Option 1: Proficio Elements Package, Desktop - Purchase a license
or a subscription and install on your local computer/network.



Client suggestions and requests are incorporated into Proficio.



Automated conversions can export records from many common older systems,
making the move to Elements as affordable and simple as possible.



Our online web module is used by the largest collection in the United States,
the National Park Service.



We have a reputation for friendly and expert customer service.



We would love to help you document and manage your valuable collection!

Selected Clients

Option 2: Proficio Elements Package, Cloud - Purchase a License
or a Subscription, and simply log in to your hosted system.
Web Module: Get your collection online!

